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The previou,a paper [2] was concerned with determining the numbn of terms 
in the equation modelling a polyreactive reactant on the baai,s of so-called equali
zation in the dependence of the minimum sums of deviations squared on the num
ber of terms in the kinetic equation. 'l.'he present study wa,s aimed at making the 
method more objective. 

The principle is based on transforming the given relation.ship to one between 
the estimate of deviations and the number of terms, and on verifying the po,sition 
of its 'equalization' statistically by means of the P te8t. It was shou·n that the 
kinetic equation with the number of terms established in this way can yield such 
a dependence of conversion ,x on time t which reproduces the experimental 11alues 
within the framework of experimental errors. 'l.'he equation of the model of a poly
reactive reactant has then the form 

m 

<X = I; xtf1(t), 
J=l 

where XJ E (0, 1) is the parameter, 
J,(t) e (O,I) is the growth function, 
m is the etfecti11e number of terms in the eqtwtion. 

INTRODUC'rION 

The course of a reaction of a solid reactant can be successfully described by 
means of semiempirical relationships based on simplified considerations (models) 
of the course of the reaction. A special position among these models is occupied 
by the so-called general (multipurpose) kinetic models with a mathematical back
ground of statistical and probabilistic approach. 

The kinetic model of a polyreactive reactant [l], which also belongs to this group 
of models, is based on the concept of reactivity distribution in the reactant, so that 
the reactant is regarded as a polyreactive one. On considering such a model on the 
principle of a reactant comprising several phenomenological proportions with 
different reactivities (homoreactive fractions), one may express the time dependen
ce of the reactant conversion by the equation 
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where ix is the conversion of the reactant as a whole in terms of time t, 
XJ is the share of j-th phenomenological homoreactive (PH) fraction in the 

reactant, 
fJ(t) is the concrete growth time function describing the conversion of 

j-th PH fraction,
m is the number of PH fractions. 

The number of terms in the equation and its parameters are determined subse
quently from experimental t - ex data so as to make the calculated curve describe 
acceptably the relationship being measured. An acceptable curve is understood 
to mean such a relationship from which the experimental points do not show de
viations exceeding the maximum real measuring error, i.e. 3s where s is the stan
dard deviation of the individual measurement (the so-called three-sigma rnle 
commonly used in interval estimates). 

In contrast to the requirement of minimum sum of deviations squared which 
ensures the closest approach of the fit to experimental points, the acceptability 
criterion is thus oriented toward the reproducibility of the measuring data within 
the framework of experimental errors. All curves confirming to the acceptability 
criterion are regarded as being of equal validity in spite of their different sums of 
deviations squared. 

In view of the also known forms of functions f1(t) emmring that equation (1) 
is capable of providing an acceptable description, it can be expected that the given 
requirement will be met by an equation with various numbers of terms. At the same 
time, the sum of deviations squared. will of course be the smaller the larger the 
number of terms and thus also the number of parameters of equation (1). 

From the standpoint of further utilization of the parameters, it is useful to de
termme such a number of terms of equation which is necessary for acceptable 
description of the experimental dependence ex = .f(t). The minimum required 
number of terms in equation (1) is called effective. 

If the value of s is not known, the effective number of terms is determined from 
the dependence of the minimum sums of deviations squared (MSDS) on the number 
of terms m [2]. This relationship shows a monotonously decreasing course for 
actual values of m, while exhibiting only indistinct changes beyond a certain num
ber of terms ('becoming equalized'). A comparison with the case when the value 
of s was known showed that equation (1) with this number of terms gave the first 
acceptable description of the experimental relationship. The number of terms from 
which the MSDS = f(m) relationship begins to equalize, is then effective and the 
optimum parameters of equation (1) with this number of terms are accepted as 
parameters of the model. 

The method of determinig the effective num her of terms in equation ( 1) is based 
on the fact that the ratio of mutually similar numbers is approximately equal to 
unity. The task of the evaluator is then to compare the neighbouring values of 
MSDS at a gradually increasing value of m. Effective is that number of terms for 
which the ratio of two subsequent MSDS values attains, for the first time, a va
lue close to unity. 

Although the method is very rapid, it is not always quite unambiguous. It has 
the disadvantage ip that the condition of 'equalization' of the MSDS values can 
be influenced by a subjective approach of the evaluator. 

The present study had the purpose to improve the objectivity in the determi
nation of the effective number of terms in equation (1) for the cases when the 
standard deviation of the individual measurements is unknown. 
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SOLUTION AND DISCUSSION 

The solution of the problem was sought in the transformation of the MSDS va
lues into mutually comparable statistical quantities. Among these the dispersions 
O';, of experimental points around the curves following from equation (1) having
the number of terms m are directly associated with the MSDS values. The relati
onship O';. = g(m) can he expected to be of the same character as the relationship 
MSDS = f(m), that is that over the range of ,equalizing' exhibited by one of the 
relationships, the values of the other will likewise show no significant mutual dif
ferences. The effective number of terms in equation (1) is then determined by 
establishing such a number of terms m, beyond which the values of O';. are already
equalized. 

Estimates of a;. of unknown dispersions a;. are given by the equation (3] 

A2 _ MSDSm
<1m - , 

n-pm

where n is the number of experimental data pairs t - oc, 
Pm is the number of parameters in equation (1) with m terms. 

(2) 

As indicated by the given equation, the retelationship a;.= g'(m) passes through 
a minimum in the course of ,equalization' of the numerator when the denominator 
decreases at the same time. This fact, which is in apparent disagreement with t,he 
assumption on the course of the relationship a;. = g(m), is the result of an exces
sive number of parameters. The lower accuracy of the dispersion estimate is like
wise indicative of an unsuitable use of equation (1) with such a number of terms. 

Because the insignificant difference in the dispersion estimates is obviously si
tuated in the region of the minimum shown by the relationship a;

,.
= g'(m), one 

can safely consider, with respect to the assumption made above, the value m at 
the minimum to be either identical with, or very close to, the effective number 
of terms in equation (1). 

The significance of a difference between two dispersions is assessed by means of 
the F test. The authors have therefore decided to utilize the Ji' teRt in the deter
mination of the m value, beyond which the relationship MSDS =, /(m) or a�,= 
= g(m) becomes equalized. 

The F test procedure is based (with respect to the problem in questfon) on the 
eo-called F distribution of a random variable 

(3) 

where a; and af+1 are estimates of dispersion af and af+i respectively. 

The distribution of a random variable F,,Hi is described by a function with 
parameters v, and VHi - degrees of freedom (see e.g. [3]); the function determines 
the probability P at which the ratio F,.,+1 can acquire a value smaller than the 
given or chosen value of F p( v,, V1+1), 

The mutual relations between parameter v,, the number of experimental points 
and the number p, of parameters in equation (1) having i terms are given by the 
equation [3] 

v, = n-p,. 
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If it holds for the equalization region of the relationship MSDS = .f(m) that tha 
dispersions 0'�0';.+1 will show insignificant differences (i.e. O'T == O'f+i), then also 
the random variable 

(5) 

will exhibit approximate F distribution with parameters v, and VHJ· 

In that case, using the F distribution function like in the F test, it is possible 
to determine some reasonable interval <O, Fp(vi, Vi+i)) for the &;faf+1 ratio, in 
which the latter will fit with a very high probability P (if i'rf < i'rf+ 1, it is obvi
ously the interval <O, Fp(Vt+i, v,))). In technical practice, the top limit of this 
interval, also called the critical value, is chosen usually for a probability of 
99% or 95%. 

If the value of the ratio a;/af+1 does not fit into such an interval, that is when 
;;2 

Ft,i+l = sc}- > Fp (l'i, Vt+d 
ai+I 

(6) 

holds with a risk smaller than 1 - P, the ratio alfaf+1 
can be regarded as not ex

hibiting the F distribution and the values of dispersions O't and O'T+t can be taken 
to show a significant difference. 

The conclusions derived were verified on a 24-point model set oft-a data from 
a previous study [2] where the effective number of terms in equation (1) was 
found to be equal to three and the standard deviations of the individual measu
rements were known. The dependence of MSDS on the number of terms m and 
the number of parameters Pm was as follows [2] (al'lO refer to Fig. 1): 

r= 
I 

m 1 2 3 4 
--------- ---·------

Pm 1 3 5 7 MSDS X 103 213.677 8.807 1.253 0.526 
---

The ratios of two subsequent MSDS, which should approach unity, were there
fore 24.3, 7.0 and 2.4. It is thus obvious that the determination of an equal effecti
ve number of terms (m = 3) on the basis of these values only, was not unam
biguous. 

The values of a;. supplemented by calculation for equation (1) having the 
number of terms m are as follows (also refer to Fig. 1): 

___ a_!_:_1_0_4 

__ -1.--__ 02_1_9o_a_�'----tl •-� I 
4 

4 I 

� 
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and their mutual ratios (Ft,t-1-1) are as follows: 

F1,z = 22.1518 F2,3 = 6.3575 F3,4 = 2.1329 

On selecting 0.99 and 0.95 as the respective values of P, the critical values obtain
ed are [4] 

Fo,99(23,21) = 2.8183 Fo,99(21, 19) = 2.9810 P'o,99(19, 17) = 3.1857 
Fo.9s(23,21) = 2.0633 Fo,95(21,19) = 2.1438 F0,95(19,17) = 2.2429

The results given above indicate that the dispersions O'i, O'� and O'� show sig
nificant mutual differences, while the conclusion cannot be accepted for the pair 
O"j and O"i with an error risk smaller than be 1 %, In this way, the ,equalizing' of 
the MSDSm and O";, values beyond m = 3 can thus be regarded as being objective
ly proved. 

To elucidate the mutual relations between the effective number of terms in 
equation (1) and the value of m for which the relationship &;. = g'(m) acquires 
a minimum, the results of the previous study [2] were supplemented by a calculat
ion using five terms in equation (1). For function J1(r) in the standard form 

!J(t) = 1 - exp (- r1t), (7) 

where r, is the parameter expressing the reactivit,y of j-th homoreactive fraction, 
the following results were obtained: 

Optimum parameters 

I Xj 0.046 _ _[_ 0.114 . O.I97 �90 I 0.35�---
.,,,,.,,.-, 5.9' 

-
1 "·" 0.46XIO -=-t�x10-, 0.49x!O-, 

' 

the minimum sum of deviations squared, MSDS5 was 0.499 X 10-3, the dispersion 
estimate &� = 0.333 X 10-4. 

Compared to the value of MSDS4 ( = 0.526 X 10-3), that of MSDS5 remained vir
tually unchanged (MSDS4 : MSDS5 = 1.05) and one can safely expect the values 
of MSDSm to change even less further on. At the same value of MSDSm and a de
creasing value of the denominator in equation (2) resulting from the increase in 
the number of parameters Pm, the estimate &;. of the dispersion will therefore 
keep rising. The value of the dispersion estimate at the number of terms m = 4 
(close to the effective number) is thus the minimum one. 

On considering the relationship o;. = g(m) 'equalized' from 111 = 3 upwards, 
the values of the pair O'l and O"g must also show an insignificant difference. For 
P = 0.99 and P = 0.95 it holds that 

Fs,4 = 1.0753 
Fo.9s(15,17) = 2.3077 P'o,99(15,17) = 3.3117 

from which it follows that the dispersions O"j and O"j can actually be regarded as 
being approximately identical. 
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In addition to this, not only the neighbouring but also any two arbitrary pairs 
of dispersion should not exhibit any significant differences in the ,equalized' por
tion of relationship O'� = g(m). The values available allow this assumption to be 
verified on the pair of O'j and O'� for which it holds that 

/1\ 5 = 1.9835 

Fo.9s(l9,15) = 2.3398 F0,99(Hl,15) = 3.3961 

The values of O'j and O'� are thus also approximately identical. 
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Piy. 1. Minimum sums of deviations squared MSDSm and estimates a� of deviations of expe· 
rimental point., vs.the number m of terms in equation (1). 

0 - MSDSm, 6. - &�. 

CONCLUSION 

The objectivized method for determinig the effective number of terms in equat
ion (1) can be summarized as follows: 

At a gradually increasing number m of terms in equation (1), a suitable opti
mizing procedure is used to determine the parameters of the equation. For each 
value of m, the MSDS is calculated and using equation (2), the dispersion esti
mate a�, for the experimental points around the curve given by equation (1) with 
m terms is established. The ratio of the last subsequent values of dispersion estima
u�s iA then eomp<ired with the tabulated critical value Fp (vt, Vt+i), where Pis a va
lue very close to unity and parameters v, and Vt+1 are calculated by means of 
equation (4). 

If the condition (6) is met, the relationships MSDSm = f(m) and O';, = g(m) 
are regarded as being still unequalized. The calculation then proceeds to the next 
values of m until the conditon (6) is not met for the first time. 
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In the case of opposite inequality (6), that, is when there are not sufficient rea
sons for rejecting the hypothesis on the insignificant difference between dispersions 
af and <Jt

+i
, the relationships MSDS = f(m) and/or a;, = g(m) are regarded as 

being ,equalized', and the number of terms i, from whieh this equalization take:;,; 
place, as beini effect,ive. 
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OB,JEKTIVIZACIA URCENIA EFEKTfVNEHO POCTU ('LENOV

ROVNICE KINI<�TICKEHO MODELU POLYREAKT1VNEHO 

REAKTANTA 

Vladimir Kov,l.r, Ivan Havalda 

C:hemickotechnologirk,1 fakulta S Vl:;T, Uadlin8krho 9, 812 37 Broti.,luva 

Na popis za,·islosti konYerziC' IX od casu t pri o<lreagovavani tuheho ruaktauta sa uspesne 
pouziva aj kinetickf rno<lel polyreakt ivneho reaktanta, pod fa ktoreho 

'" 

IX = L Xj/J(t), 
j=l 

kde J:j E (0, 1) je parameter, 
f,(t) E (0, 1) - konkretna funkcia n,ajuca v,.tah k reakcii, 
m - neurcen,v pocet clenov rovnice, 

(I) 

l'ocet clenov rovnice a jej parametre sa ud\uju rlodatocne z nxperimentalnych udajo,·. H.ovni,·a 
reprodukuje experiment tym lepsie, cim ma viac clenov. Pocet clenov, od ktoreho sa reproduko
vatefnost uz vfznanme nemeni sa oznacuje za efektfvny. Tento pocet sa nrcuje zo zitvislosti 
rozptylov a� od poctu clcnov m, pricom odhad 8;. rozptylu je <lany ,·ztahom 

A 
MSDSm 

(J,� =-�- --- � -- , " --- JJm 

kde n je pocet experirnentiUnych dvojic udajov t . cc, 
Pm ·- pocet paramet.rov rovnice (1) s poctorn clenov m.

(2) 

Metodika urcenia efektivneho poctu clenov rovnice (1) spociva v torn, ze pri postupne sa zviic
sujucom pocte clenov sa F-testom testuje vfznamnost odlisnosti dvoch po sebe nasledujucich 
rozptylov. V pripade, ze sa rozptyl vyznamne nelisi od predchadzajuceho rozptylu, povazuje sa 
predch,td,,ajuc1 pocet clenov rovnicc ,.a efekth·ny. 

Obr. l. Z,ivisl,,s( mini,nu/nych s1.ictov .stl!orcov odchylok M8DS,,,, resp. odhadov a� rozptylov experi
rnent,ilnyd, bodov od ])Of.tum flenov rovnice (J) O ---· MSDSm, ,'i - u�. 
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0 L,'1, E h'T II B JJ;l:\ q II H )'CL\ lJ O]) :1 Jo: 1111 H ;){J)<!• J·: l>T II JI II Orn 

l,U,JlJllECTH.\ l!:IEIIOH Yl'ABIIEIIllH l,HlfETllllECJ,ofl \Jo;u:.·111 

IIO:II1PEA1,Tl1BHOJ'O PE,\h'TAHT.\ 

Jl:ra;\IIMII]' J,oBap, llnan 1·au.1.1,1;1 

... r ll.H l/ HU-IJU'.l'/l(J, 1(1,'f ftl('f·,iu it <.Pa h)f, I t,f}l('lll C. {(J(/UlfHO,'O /1(), f U!l/('J:ll ll 1tC'' h'(l,) (1 rl /{f'Jll lUll y,n (7, 

J>ad.11111,·1;0,'" fl, SI'! 37 Ep1111111cJ1aHn 

;(:ta Olllll',Ullt:I ;1an11,·11Mo1·n1 J,0H lll'j>0111 sX OT BpeMCHII t 11p11 rrpopea1up0B1lHIIII TBep.toro 
pea 1xTaHTa c ynwxoM 11r110:1r.:1yeTt' ll ;tame 1w11eTw1et·1,an �w;\e. 11. 110:111 peai;r11n1roro pea1x
Ta11Ta, cor:rarHO J,OTOJ)OII 

Ill 

ci c_- I: .rJ!,(tl, 
j=l 

(I) 

r;1c l'j E (0, I)-· IJafHIMl'Tjl. f_;(t) E (0, I).. J,OHl(jJCTHaH <1.i:nm11rrn, OTl!OCHIIUHl<'H f, peilnlllllT, 
Ill �- ncycTal!oB;J(']IHO() J;(),'Tll'IC('TBO 'J,'Jej,(JB yp;1BH8IUIH. 

Ho:JJl'WCTBO q;1en0B �·paBUCHIIH II Cl'O napaMeTJ}hl yrTi!HilB,,fllBHJ{)T('H ;\OUaBO'lHU, Hil fH'HO
HHHIIII :rncrrep11MeHTa:11,HT,[X ;\ilHHh!X. YpaBH('Hlfe BO('IlJlOU:-lBO;\JIT :m('nepnMCHT T!'M :1:,•1mP, 
'll'M l>O."lf,!H(' 11MCeT tJ;IeHOB, J,o:Ill'Jel'TBO •J.TICHOB, (' l,OTOJlOl'O BOCHpo11:rno;v1M0t'Th ana•rnTe:11,110 
He 11:lMOHHeTcH, na:iuBHl'T\'fl :Hf>cpe1n11BHhlM. ��HHHOe l{0:ll!'I8l'TB0 onpe;\(','IH('T('H Ha OCIIOBHHIIII 
;11]BJl('IIMOl'Tll JlH('l'CHHJtii, a�. OT HO.'!HtJCl'TBil '],'JCHOB m, HJ)11'18M 01\CHJ,a &�. pat'('()HHIIH ;\.lHH 
OTHOlllC!llfeM 

A 2 .\lSIJSm 
(Jm = -�---, - ' 

n - Pm 
(2) 

r;1e II ... WUJl'l('('TBO clnl'Ill'j)JfMCHTa:JhHb!X nap ;\aHHhlX t --- ct,p,n - Jx0,"1Jf'!8('TBO napaMerpoB 
�·paBHf'HIIH (I) l' nO.'IJl'IerTBOM 'l.;JCHOB m . 

.\leTO,(llnH yrra110B:IeHllH aqitpC!,TIIBHOrO nO,:IJltJCl'TBa 'filCHOll ypaBHCIIIIH ()) ;{ai;:uo<rneTCH 
ll TOM, 'TTIJ IIJJII 110\'TCITCHHO yBe.'ill'IIIBalOJUeMCH l{()Jlll'IC('TBC •1:m110B (' IIOMOll{l,10 F-recTa 
�·naHaB,IHBaffft'H B('JIJl'Il!lll\ :ma•!('lllfH ;(BYX IIOC,Ie;.\ymruux ;tpyr aa ;\py, OM jJat'('CHHHii. 
ll l',l)"Jae, 'ITO pat'('CHHJ!e 3HH'fllTe:rhHO He OTJinqaCTCH OT ll!)C,lhl,l,Yll\('l'(l pal'\'CHHllll, C'Il!
TilCTl'H npC';llll('('Tll�'lUIJieC 1w:11J t 1CrTB0 'l:ICHOB ypaBHf'llllll acjJqieHTITBHhJM, 

l'tt(·. I. 3a1mcu.1rnl.'111b .1tUHU.1f/ubw,u: ''!J.11.11 1waapa111111;oa 0111i;,wHe1u1it .\ISDS,,., 11.111 04eH01. 
a� pacce:rnuii ;,i;c11epu.11e1111w.1b11Mx mo'lei; om 1wJ1u,i.ec111aa 111 ,i,1eHue ypaR1H1-111.'! ( I);
0 -- .\ISDSm, 6 ·- a�,. 
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